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THE ATTACHED TRANSCRIPT WAS TYPED FROM A RECORDING AND NOT 

COPIED FROM AN ORIGINAL SCRIPT.  BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF MISHEARING 

AND THE DIFFICULTY IN SOME CASES OF IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL 

SPEAKERS, THE BBC CANNOT VOUCH FOR ITS COMPLETE ACCURACY. 

 

“FILE ON 4” 

 

Transmission:  Tuesday 27
th

 January 2015 

Repeat:  Sunday 1
st
 February 2015

 

 

Producer:  Gemma Newby 

Reporter:  Jane Deith 

Editor:  David Ross 

 

SOUND FX – HEART BEAT 

 

DEITH: The NHS is in the middle of its worst ever winter. 

 

READER IN STUDIO: Important Trust information.  Sent: 6 January 2015.  

Subject: Urgent Message.  Dear colleagues, in recent weeks both the Trust and the system we 

work with is facing unprecedented levels of demand for health services and this has put 

extraordinary demands on staff who are caring for patients. 

 

MUSIC 

 

DEITH: The crisis has laid bare a serious shortage of nurses. 

 

READER 2 IN STUDIO: If you are a non-clinical member of staff, could you 

spare an hour of your working day to support our colleagues on the wards to care for 

patients? 

 

DEITH: The NHS is short of at least fifteen thousand nurses. 

It’s spending a fortune on foreign recruits and agency staff – and still can’t fill all the 

vacancies. 
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BALL: To mess about with the numbers of nurses is like 

allowing people to introduce a new surgery without any kind of test. 

 

DEITH: Tonight, warnings patients are at risk. So what 

happened to all our nurses? 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

ACTUALITY IN DUNSTABLE A&E 

 

DEITH: It’s Monday afternoon in A&E at the Luton & 

Dunstable hospital. It’s one of only a fraction of major Trusts hitting the four hour waiting 

time target.  But still the demands being made of this hospital are punishing.  They’ve had 

sixteen hundred people through A&E this week – more than five hundred had to be admitted 

– and Luton & Dunstable, like so many other hospitals, has had to cancel planned operations, 

although it’s avoided the last resort - declaring a major incident.  The reasons for the strain 

they’re under - more elderly patients, bed blocking, problems getting a GP appointment – all 

apply here.  But something that hasn’t been mentioned much in the discussion about how we 

got here, is the number of nurses, or the number of nursing vacancies. 

 

REID: Right, let’s get you in resus. 

I’ve recruited to about sixty to seventy of them, so real vacancies, I’ve probably got about 

thirty or forty, but as I sit today, there’s probably still about a hundred vacancies in this Trust. 

 

DEITH: Pat Reid is the Chief Nurse at the Luton & Dunstable. 

She didn’t have enough staff before this winter. 

  

REID: I think the level of registered nurses that we have at the 

moment is certainly insufficient to deliver the way we deliver our care at the moment.  I’m 

sure you’re aware of the pressures that have been reported in the media around how 

overwhelmed Trusts have been.  We’re a particularly good performing Trust, I think we’re 

third in the country in terms of delivering our A&E performance, but we have had to open an 
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REID cont: additional forty beds to cope with that activity, on top 

of an already reasonably high vacancy factor.  So today I will be running four or five staffing 

meetings to make sure that I can staff all of those clinical areas safely. 

 

DEITH: Even if you take the winter crisis out of the equation, 

Pat Reid would still have a shortage of nurses. Last year she hired sixty newly qualified 

British nurses; but she’s recruited the same number again from the continent - from Spain, 

Italy and Portugal. 

 

ACTUALITY OF METRO ANNOUNCEMENT, PORTO HOSPITAL  

 

DEITH: The Luton & Dunstable is not the only hospital to have 

made tracks to Portuguese cities like Porto, in search of nurses.  Battered by the financial 

crisis, Portugal received an EU bailout, but in exchange for deep, deep spending cuts. The 

NHS has been recruiting hard from Europe’s austerity-hit nations – but Portugal is the most 

popular.   

 

COUTINHO:  Hi I'm Joanna, I’m a Portuguese nurse, unemployed, so 

that’s one of the mainly reasons why I’m applying for a job at the NHS. 

 

DEITH: Joanna Coutinho is petite with long brown hair and 

brown eyes.  A former ballet teacher, she’s confident and cheerful, the ideal nurse.  She’s 

been shortlisted for a job at the James Paget Hospital. 

 

COUTINHO: We graduated, we were about a hundred in my 

university, and only three of us got a job here in Portugal.  All the other ones went to UK or 

France or Switzerland, most of them went to UK. 

 

DEITH: The NHS isn’t perfect, there are pressures there too. 

What do you expect working life at the James Paget or whichever hospital you end up in, to 

be like? 
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COUTINHO: Well, I heard some of my friends who already went to 

the UK and they told me that it’s not perfect, of course, but it’s much, much better than 

Portugal.  So for nurses, we come to realise that sometimes its better we choose a country that 

respects our jobs and respects our knowledge, than to work in these conditions. 

 

DEITH: If Joanna gets the job, her husband Nelson and son 

Eduardo will have to begin a new life too.  She’d be joining four thousand Portuguese nurses 

registered to work in England.  Twenty-eight NHS trusts recruited in Portugal last year.  On 

average, they each came back with fifty nurses. There’s never been a year like it – overseas 

recruitment quadrupled.  More than a hundred Trusts went overseas – they snapped up 

getting on for six thousand nurses, compared to thirteen hundred the year before. One in five 

new nurses now comes from abroad.  

 

ACTUALITY ON PHONE 

 

DEITH: Recruitment is one of the few industries booming in 

Portugal these days.  We’re at the fashionable offices of Vitae Professionals.  Daniela 

Almeida sent 250 nurses the NHS’s way last year.  

How is business at the moment? 

 

ALMEIDA: Well, we can say that business is really good at the 

moment and we have seen an increase of the number of hospitals searching for our services. 

 

DEITH: Give me a sense roughly how many NHS Trusts are 

you working for via the agency in the UK? 

 

ALMEIDA: About twenty to thirty.  This year I can say that we 

have already projects booked until April for at least five different Trusts, yes. 

 

DEITH: And are nurses here able to demand more than say for 

example a simple job and a basic salary because the demand is greater from the NHS? 
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ALMEIDA: Yes, of course, because there are a lot of NHS 

hospitals recruiting at the moment we always try to give them the best packages possible.  

We try to give them some kind of temporary accommodation for the first month or six weeks 

at least and some hospitals also provide for the flight to the UK or for the first NMC 

expenses. 

 

DEITH: Last year, 80% of Portugal’s graduate nurses applied to 

work abroad.  NHS Trusts are competing to offer the best bonuses.  I’ve seen ads for jobs 

which come with three months free accommodation, or golden hellos - relocation fees of up 

to £1,500.  But even without the added extras, the difference in basic salary in the NHS is a 

big draw.   

 

ACTUALITY OF CLARA & DAYANA CHATTING 

 

DEITH: Clara Martins used to be a nurse in Portsmouth. 

Dayana Cunha has a job in a hospital in Porto. 

  

CUNHA: I work in two services, at vascular surgery and 

neurology.  And it’s a huge problem because during the night I am alone.  Sometimes it’s 

horrible because too many things happen at the same time and I am alone with twelve 

patients and it’s not really, it’s not easy, yes. 

 

DEITH: Do you mind me asking what your monthly or annual 

pay is at the moment? 

 

CUNHA: I earn 900 euros per month. 

 

DEITH: And Clara, do you mind me asking you, in sterling, in 

pounds, what would you earn in a month in Portsmouth? 

 

MARTINS: Roughly £1,700. 

 

CUNHA: It is a huge difference. 
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MARTINS: Yes, absolutely. 

 

ACTUALITY IN HOSPITAL 

 

DIAS: Hello sir, are you okay? 

 

MAN: No, I wouldn’t be here otherwise. 

 

DIAS: Anyway, are you feeling better now? 

 

MAN: Well …. 

 

DEITH: A budget airline flight away, in Luton, Helena Dias 

cuts a serious, confident figure in her NHS scrubs.  Helena – like all Portuguese nurses – 

trained for four years, compared to our three. Plus she brought with her eight years 

experience.  But still, landing in Luton’s A&E was a shock. 

 

DIAS: When I first came here, when I started to work, it was 

confused and it was hard, I can't lie, it was.  So for the first month I used to miss feeling 

confident, you know, about my skills, about my job because of the language as well, but the 

team has been really supportive.  They are helping me every second and I am really grateful 

for that. 

 

DEITH: Do you have any difficulty in leaving your country 

behind when it needs people like you? 

 

DIAS: The thing is, my country needs me, but they don't 

appreciate me.  When I finished my nursing degree and I was on ward practice for one or two 

years I used to think, okay, tomorrow is going to be a new day, tomorrow is going to be 

better, but after eight years and a half, I had enough of that, you know, so I decided that I 

needed to come to a place where I actually know that I have something to give, but people 

will notice that and will appreciate that. 
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DEITH: Why do we need Helena Dias and Joanna Coutinho? 

Because when hospitals like the Luton & Dunstable advertise, there aren’t enough people 

applying.  The NHS says we’re fifteen and half thousand nurses short; the Royal College of 

Nursing thinks it’s more like twenty thousand.  To fill her vacancies, Chief Nurse Pat Reid 

has been on a European tour.  The flights might be cheap, but the costs of recruiting on the 

continent soon add up. 

 

REID: I think we mustn’t underestimate how much time and 

support our overseas nurses do need, because we’ve taken a mixture of overseas nurses - 

some that this is their very, very first job. They’ve never been in this country and it’s about 

getting them settled in the community, getting them setup with their GPs, their dentists, 

getting their bank accounts, getting their accommodation sorted out and getting them settled.  

And we think that’s really reaped benefit for us.  We’ve had a very good retention rate.  So 

it’s been worth the investment, but we must not underestimate how much that investment has 

been.  It has been huge. 

 

DEITH: How much does it cost to go out and find and bring 

over here, for example, a Portuguese nurse? 

 

REID: It’s about £2,500. 

 

DEITH: How would you justify to someone listening who says, 

she’s spending several thousand pounds before she’s even paid their wages on bringing them 

over.  Surely that money could be better spent? 

 

REID: Obviously we have considered that, but we are well 

aware that there aren’t the registered nurses out there.  Some of those Trusts, who may not 

have gone overseas, may be spending a greater proportion maybe on temporary staff, on 

agency, and so in terms of value for money, that may not be greater value for money either.  

My opinion is, if we really invest in these individuals, even if, you know, they stay for a year, 

if that’s a year of really good nursing care that our patients have received, I actually think that 

is value for money. 
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DEITH: The Luton & Dunstable has come back to me with a 

detailed breakdown of the costs. The recruitment process costs £2,500.  On top of that there’s 

a month’s free accommodation at £500.  If conversational English lessons are needed, that’s 

£400.  Then factor in staff to fill in while the new nurse has their three week induction and 

the cost per nurse tops £5,000.  In all, for sixty foreign nurses, the Luton & Dunstable has 

paid a premium of £329,000.  The Trust doesn’t want to have to keep going abroad, so it’s 

recruiting from a Government scheme to retrain former nurses, but that all takes time. 

 

SOUND FX – HEART BEAT 

 

ACTUALITY AT LUTON 

 

WOMAN: Come on then, guys. 

 

DEITH: And when it’s all hands on deck, as it has been since 

Christmas, Pat Reid also has to turn to temporary staff. 

 

REID: We obviously use agency nurses, particularly when we 

hit a winter crisis, to manage some of our extra capacity, but then every Trust is using agency 

nurses.  So we’re all fishing from a very shallow pool of even temporary staff out there, 

which makes the problem even worse actually. 

 

DEITH: Agency nurses, like overseas nurses, come at a 

premium.  I’ve got the hourly rates for nurses with one of the big agencies here, and a 

registered nurse will earn a minimum of £29 an hour.  If they’re needed at a weekend it’s £37 

an hour.  And a nurse in charge of A&E will earn £93.50 on a bank holiday.  So that’s nearly 

£1,000 per shift.  And that’s just what the nurse earns; obviously the hospital will pay the 

agency more than that.  Perhaps another reason hospitals are short of permanent nurses then 

is that staff are leaving to do agency work.  Sarah is a newly qualified nurse working on an 

acute ward.  We’ve changed her name and asked someone to voice her words, because of 

what she’s going to say later in the programme about staffing levels.  She says her ward relies 

on agency nurses, one or two on every shift, and the money they’re making comes up a lot. 
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SARAH: All staff have an acute awareness about the differences 

in pay between agency and full time nurses.  For example, I went to a congress with the RCN 

last year and I had many agencies coming up to me and saying, ‘When you qualify, after six 

months sign up with us and we can pay you £28 an hour,’ which is over double what I earn, 

and nurses on the ward will talk about it regularly, and I understand why a lot of nurses quit 

and join agencies, because the money is just not good enough.  And when you’re being 

offered the same shift for double, sometimes triple, depending on the shift, I understand why 

people do it. 

 

DEITH: The regulator of Foundation Trusts – which most 

hospitals are, is Monitor. It says the NHS is paying a premium of 75% for temporary staff 

and it can’t go on.  Eighty-one Trusts are now in the red.  In six months, Foundation Trusts 

have spent £831 million on contract and agency staff, twice what was budgeted for and £200 

million more than last year.  But right now, getting nurses onto the wards, by whatever 

means, is the priority. 

 

SOUND FX – HEART BEAT 

 

REPORTER: More patients, older patients, sicker patients and not 

enough staff to cope …. 

 

MAN (VIA TELEPHONE): We’ve only got 250 beds.  I’ve got more than thirty 

qualified nurse vacancies that I can’t recruit …. 

 

NEWSREADER: …. Now nine hospitals in England which have 

declared they have a major internal incident, including Norwich, Peterborough … 

 

MUSIC 

 

DEITH: Staff are putting in punishing extra shifts, but still 

fifteen Hospital Trusts were unable to cope and had to declare major incidents.  
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DEITH: We’ve been in touch with the fifteen Trusts, asking 

them to tell us a bit about their staffing situation. We asked how many nurse vacancies they 

have and how much they’re spending on agency staff.  Only seven of the Trusts emailed us 

the figures, but of those, all but one have more than a hundred vacancies.  Croydon Health 

Services Trust is 242 nurses short, or 23% of its workforce. It’s spending half a million 

pounds on agency nurses.  Colchester Hospital University Foundation Trust spent the same in 

December, it has a 27% vacancy rate.  And Cambridge University Hospitals Foundation 

Trust, which is a big Trust, has more than five hundred vacancies. 

 

NEWSREADER: First tonight, the hospital urging patients’ relatives to 

care for them at home in an attempt to free up beds.  Addenbrookes is one of two hospitals … 

 

DEITH: At Addenbrookes Hospital in Cambridge it was 7pm 

on a Monday night that the pressure on beds became too much and a major incident was 

declared. The next day an email, seen by File on 4, went round all staff. 

 

READER IN STUDIO: 6
th

 January 2015.  Subject: Urgent message from CEO, 

Dr Keith McNeil.  Importance: High.  I am asking any registered clinical professional not 

currently engaged in direct patient care to make themselves available to support wards and 

their clinical colleagues. 

 

SOUND FX – HEART BEAT 

 

DEITH: An earlier notice in the hospital newsletter had 

appealed for anyone to help. 

 

READER 2 IN STUDIO: Story of the Day.  Could you spare an hour to work on 

a ward?  This is a great opportunity to support our front-line clinical staff, for example, by 

helping at mealtimes and running errands for ward staff and patients.  

 

DEITH: Another edition of the newsletter even offered a reward 

for finding the Trust new Band 5 and Band 6 nurses. 
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READER 2 IN STUDIO: Refer a friend, receive £500!  Refer a friend into one of 

the roles below and you’ll receive £250 when they start, and a further £250 on their one-year 

anniversary.  

 

DEITH: In fact, this last idea didn’t exactly fly, only one person 

got the £500 reward.  But bosses are clearly trying every which way to get through this winter 

and recruit more permanent nurses. They’ve got a large number coming from Europe and the 

Philippines.  Cambridge University Hospitals wouldn’t be interviewed, sending us this 

statement instead.  

 

READER IN STUDIO: Like many Trusts across England, we are working hard 

to recruit additional nurses in the midst of a national nursing shortage. We are making steady 

progress and will welcome over a hundred new nurses to the hospital this month. 

  

DEITH: Non-medical staff working on wards. Trusts spending 

so much on agency nurses they’re pushing the NHS deeper into debt.  The Chief Nurse for 

England is Jane Cummings.  I asked her whether she was worried about the holes in her 

workforce.  

We have hospitals like Addenbrookes sending out emails to non-clinical staff saying, please 

can you come to the wards and help our nurses; we’ll offer you £500 if you can help us find a 

nurse.  It’s getting a bit desperate, isn’t it? 

 

CUMMINGS: There are certainly places that have got significant 

vacancies and in the short term we are looking at what we can do now to try and bridge that.  

So, for example, some places, as you’ve referred to, are going to look at international 

recruitment.  We have always relied on nurses from overseas; it helps reflect the population 

that we serve. At the same time we need to build and develop our cohort of nurses, midwives 

that we’ve got in England to enable us to make that sustainable.  One of the options that 

we’re looking at is return to practice, and Health Education England have just started and are 

running a really successful campaign to encourage nurses back into the profession.  That 

programme has already recruited over six hundred nurses. 
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DEITH: But how did we end up so short of nurses?  My first 

thought was perhaps people don’t want to be nurses any more, don’t want the long hours, the 

stress, the low pay. 

 

ACTUALITY IN LECTURE 

 

DEITH: Well that was a rubbish theory.  Degree courses, like 

this one at the University of Bedfordshire, are full.  

 

LECTURER: Right, morning everybody.  Bit of hush, thank you … 

 

DEITH: The Government pays the tuition fees, and plenty of 

people want to be nurses, despite everything.  But, and this is the simplest way I can put it, 

four years ago the NHS started ordering fewer nurses from universities.  Dr Barbara Burden 

is Head of Healthcare Practice at the University of Bedfordshire. 

 

BURDEN: Over the years, what we’ve seen is a decline in the 

number of students that we have been able to take because of the commission numbers, and 

that then impacts on the number that come out the other end.  We still only now get a fixed 

number of places a year and we know that the number we have in, in education at the 

moment isn’t enough for the workforce in three years’ time now. When I’m sitting here with 

my student nurses and I see Trusts going abroad to recruit, I am thinking to myself, why 

aren’t we having more commission places to grow our own? 

   

DEITH: And why did the NHS cut student places?  Hospitals 

were chasing the Foundation Trust dream.  And, as Professor Jane Ball, of the University of 

Southampton, explains, before they could win coveted foundation status, they had to prove 

they could stay in the black.  

 

BALL: The pressure to achieve that status against a fierce 

economic climate required many of those who wanted to become Foundation Trusts to either 

cut or not increase their nursing workforce, regardless of whether there was a need for more 

nurses.  Decisions were taken about how many nurses you need or how many you are 
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BALL cont: prepared to employ, not based on how many do you 

think you need for safe care or for high quality care, but on making your financial books 

balance.  

 

DEITH: Health authorities told universities they wanted fewer 

student nurses.  In three years the number trained fell 17%, from just under 21,000 a year to 

17,000, saving the NHS money two ways, on training and on nurses’ wages. 

 

BALL: Too often and too many different times in the last ten, 

fifteen, perhaps always, the decisions around how many training places there were for nurses 

and how many posts are funded or unfunded have been made on the basis of either, political 

decisions or financial decisions and economic ones or sometimes both.  To mess about then 

with the numbers of nurses is like allowing people to introduce a new surgery without any 

kind of test to make sure that it’s safe. 

 

DEITH: Mid Staffordshire was one of the Trusts which cut 

nursing posts to hit financial targets and achieve Foundation Trust status. And we know what 

a disaster making do with fewer nurses was there. The Francis Report into the scandal at 

Stafford found not enough nurses and a low skill mix were behind the shocking care patients 

got. Last summer NICE gave hospitals new guidelines on staffing, telling them any more than 

eight patients per nurse should be a warning to check people are not at risk of harm.  As a 

result, hospitals are now racing to recruit nurses, and the body, Health Education England, 

has increased student places. Too late, according to the Royal College of Nursing’s Peter 

Carter. 

 

CARTER: We’ve had four to five years of damage that’s going to 

take years to repair and so what we have to reconcile ourselves throughout the country is that 

we will be dependent on overseas recruitment for several years to come.  I think that’s a 

tragedy.  I visit hospitals right throughout the UK, obviously spend a lot of time particularly 

in England, and most Directors of Nursing say to me, we need to be increasing the supply 

line, we need to be training more nurses. 
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DEITH: Professor Jane Ball says hospitals will have to recruit a 

lot more nurses to achieve even the one to eight patient ratio, based on her research on four 

hundred wards.  

 

BALL: We saw 45% of wards having an average level that 

was poorer than that one to eight level. 

 

DEITH: And why does it matter? 

 

BALL: It matters because from our research, we found that 

where there was an increase of one extra patient per registered nurse resulted in a 7% increase 

in the risk of dying within thirty days due to hospital related factors. 

 

DEITH: On the very morning I met England’s Chief Nurse, 

Jane Cummings, the subject was in the news again. 

 

EXTRACT FROM TODAY PROGRAMME, 16 JANUARY 

 

NEWSREADER: New guidelines for Accident and Emergency 

departments in England recommend there should be one nurse for every four cubicles …. 

 

DEITH: I’ve got to ask you about safe staffing levels, 

particularly today, because NICE have issued new guidelines on nurses to patients in A&E.  

Do you think we can hope to meet those kind of guidelines? 

 

CUMMINGS: Yes, there will be some gaps in some A&E 

departments, particularly at the moment while people are working under so much pressure. 

But the point is that if we don’t have the evidence and we don’t have the guidelines, it means 

that you are left with people making local decisions.   

 

DEITH: What does NHS England do to make sure that there is 

safe staffing in hospitals? 
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CUMMINGS: Wards currently report on the numbers of staff they’ve 

got against their planned numbers, so they do that on a shift by shift basis, and that is 

published every month alongside other safety indicators. 

 

DEITH: It’s worth explaining how hospitals do this. What we 

get is a percentage – so if it says staffing was 80% on the stroke ward, it means 80% of the 

staff were actually on duty.  But we don’t know whether the number of staff planned was the 

right number. We don’t know how many nurses were on shift, or how many patients they 

were looking after. Because although NICE has given hospitals guideline ratios, it’s not 

making them publish the ratios they actually achieve.  

What patients really need to see is the ratio and we don’t have that information, do we? 

 

CUMMINGS: I don’t think they do need to see the number of nurses 

ratio, because it does depend on the needs of individual patients and the types of patients, so 

it’s too simplistic to just have a ratio.  The needs of patients on wards varies considerably and 

so on one ward it might need to be one nurse to four.  On another ward, it could be one to 

eight, it could be one to nine.  But if those numbers of nurses are filled with all junior or all 

bank or agency or people that don’t know the patients, they tick the box and say, we’ve got 

the numbers, but actually the care may not be as good.   

 

DEITH: But a percentage tells you nothing really. 

 

CUMMINGS: Well, the point you’re making about do you know it’s 

the right number is a good one and it’s one that we recognised when we started. Alongside 

the number, we have also said that organisations should publish at least twice a year their 

rationale for determining that number, so that helps people determine whether the numbers 

that have been planned are appropriate. 

   

DEITH: Meeting recommended ratios, nursing all the patients 

coming through the door. Is it even feasible at the moment?  If you want a really honest 

answer, try this one.  It’s an email from a Director of Nursing at a Hospital Trust in the north 

of England, sent to a group called the Safe Staffing Alliance.  This dispatch from the front 

line is not something they could say publicly, which is why it’s worth hearing. 
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READER IN STUDIO: Whilst I agree entirely with the ‘no more than eight’ 

argument as an aspirational standard, there is the very real issue in meeting this at the front 

line in some hospitals currently.  The patients don’t go away and nursing supply is limited. 

So, it’s a bit like having one hand and one leg tied behind your back and being asked to walk 

in a straight line.  I know from colleagues that it’s almost heretical to say this, but someone 

needs to speak up about it.  I believe genuinely that this is the biggest crisis facing our 

profession.  I’ll get back to my ambulance queues and my exhausted nurses. 

 

DEITH: Sarah, the nurse who spoke to us anonymously, knows 

how exhausting it is.  On her acute ward, she sometimes has seven patients, but most of the 

time she has ten.  She accepts she’s new so it might feel harder for her, but she still believes 

ten patients is too many for any nurse. 

 

SARAH: I definitely believe ten to one is completely unsafe for 

patients.   I might not be able to notice a patient deteriorating as quickly as I would have done 

with smaller numbers, such as a spike in temperature, a change in heart rate, blood pressure.  

My experience of ten to one has been quite harrowing, especially as a newly qualified nurse.  

I’ve definitely not taken my breaks. I’m leaving up to an hour late. I’m almost rushing my 

job, which is a) not safe and b) not good for the patients, especially if some of them are 

dying.  And I want to sit with them and talk with them.  I often feel like I’ve let the patients 

down.  I feel disappointed and I feel really tired. 

 

SOUND FX – HEART BEAT 

 

ACTUALITY ON WARD 

 

BARROS: Are you better from your pain?  Did the Oromorph 

work? 

 

PATIENT: For a while. 
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DEITH: At the Luton & Dunstable hospital, Portuguese nurse 

Joao Barros is enjoying his new job on the older people’s ward, where he’s a welcome 

addition.  Meanwhile the ward sister is arranging another lady’s discharge from hospital.  

 

SISTER: The medical team decided that your lady in bay 1 can 

go home today.  I just wanted to check ... 

 

DEITH: But other patients who are well enough to leave, can’t.  

The nursing home places or care packages simply aren’t there, because there’s a shortage of 

community nurses too, which is a problem, because the NHS is planning to treat far more 

patients in the community. The Five Year Forward View, launched last year, aims to make 

that happen by 2020.  The nurses best qualified to keep patients out of hospital are district 

nurses. They do a year’s extra training and can diagnose and prescribe.  But they’ve been 

reaching retirement, and not been replaced.  More community nurses have been hired, but 

they don’t have the same skills and experience, according to the Royal College of Nursing’s, 

Peter Carter.   

 

CARTER: In 2003, there were 12,000 district nurses.  There are 

now 5,500.  We’ve seen a loss of over 6,500 district nursing posts in a decade and more in a 

time when actually demand has risen.  District nurses have had bespoke training and 

understand the complex needs and the techniques of nursing people safely in the community. 

 

DEITH: And a community nurse who doesn’t happen to be a 

district nurse can’t do those things? 

 

CARTER: They can do some of those things, but they can’t, they 

simply cannot give the same level of care and the complexity that those people need.  We 

have a major problem right across the country.  It’s a challenge.  And that challenge has 

manifested itself in the enormous pressure over the last few months in our A&E departments. 

Twenty thousand people in hospitals, who hospitals say to us they’re ready to be discharged, 

but we can’t discharge them because we don’t have the district nurses that could be going in 

and giving them the care that they need. 
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DEITH: I’ve spoken to several people in charge of community 

nursing teams, who’ve told me without district nurses they’re seeing more patients go 

downhill and ending up in hospital. Then it’s a vicious circle, they come home, but there 

aren’t the experienced nurses, or the time, to manage their conditions, so they go back into 

hospital, and so it goes on.  Nursing workforce expert Professor Jane Ball recently took the 

pulse of community nursing. 

 

BALL: If you think the situation in hospitals is bad, in the 

community it’s even more intense.  We did a survey last year of district nurses and 

community nurses and we found that 80% of district nurses were working overtime on their 

last shift, and when we did an average of what that looked like, it was 80 minutes, so there’s a 

vast amount of goodwill being used to keep community services afloat.  The pressure district 

nurses and community nurses are under is phenomenal.  Despite it being the service that 

every government for the last 25 years has said they want to invest more in community, 

there’s no matching investment in workforce. 

 

DEITH: In fact, some community health teams have no district 

nurse. I asked England’s Chief Nurse, Jane Cummings whether letting them go has hurt the 

NHS. 

Was it a mistake to let the numbers of district nurses fall by half? 

 

CUMMINGS: I think the number of district nurses needs to increase.  

I’ve been very clear about that and I’ve talked to Health Education England about that.  We 

need to have people that are senior, are experienced and are able to lead the changes that we 

need to deliver the Five Year Forward View, and to truly transform the care that we can 

provide in the community setting. I would want to see and expect to see a huge focus on 

improving the number of staff we’ve got, both working in primary care and community care. 

 

DEITH: I just want to read you something from the NHS report, 

the sort of workforce planning report from 2014/15.  “We believe current forecast demand for 

nurses does not sufficiently reflect the move towards more integrated care with more services 

provided in a community setting.  A higher level of nursing is likely to be needed and there is 

a, quote, dissonance with national policy.”  So it sounds to me like those workforce  
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DEITH cont: planners are saying Government might have this grand 

plan for the NHS, but we haven’t got the nurses to deliver it at the moment. 

 

CUMMINGS: Well that was 14/15 and I would agree with that as a 

statement.  What we have now got is the plan for 15/16, and since that was published we’ve 

also had the Five Year Forward View that was developed by the NHS and for the NHS. It’s 

absolutely right, we do need to focus our attention and the work we do in community. 

 

DEITH: In the coming year, Health Education England will 

train 502 district nurses, an extra 71. But the Government has promised to train ten thousand 

front-line community staff in the next five years.  Until we can train more community nurses, 

patients will keep flowing into hospitals, exposing the shortage of nurses there too.  But will 

there be the budget to train them? The NHS is facing a £30 billion funding gap after all.  We 

wanted to raise this with the Health Secretary, Jeremy Hunt, or a minister.  The Department 

of Health turned us down, but told us there are six thousand more nurses on our wards than 

before the coalition, and the Government’s increasing the number of nurse training places. 

Six thousand sounds like a lot of nurses, but to put it in context, hundreds of thousands are 

employed in England’s hospitals.  And we’re still short.  The current solutions are costing the 

NHS a fortune in agency fees and bringing over nurses like Joanna Coutinho from Portugal. 

Tell me about the interview you’ve got coming up next week. 

 

COUTINHO: Well, I’m excited, I’m nervous but I’m excited and I 

just hope they like me and I can do well. 

 

DEITH: Fingers crossed, Joanna Coutinho will be one more 

much-needed nurse for our NHS.  But a warning: the number of nurses leaving Portugal fell 

last year, only very slightly, but there are signs Portugal’s hospitals are slowly starting to 

recruit again as their economy comes out the other side. One more reason the shortage of 

nurses in the NHS is an urgent problem.  We can’t rely on other countries forever.  
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